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"When I arrived here tonight and saw how nice the
people here at A&T were and how much they really
wanted to help, even though a lot of them may have
never heard about our school up untilnow, it really m
me feel welcome and appreciated," they said.
A junior Eastern student, who did not want their name
disclosed, remarked at how shocked they were that a
local college would take out the time to accommodate
them.
Two Eastern High students mentionedhow up unti
now, nobody had any pride in their school and now t
believe in the power oftheir school like never before
agement.
As the program winded down, many A&T students,
Eastern students and alumni of both schools were
allowed to express themselves through words of encou
Wednesday, a 16-yearold student expressed that their
new car could be replaced due to the greater severity of
damages that had taken place to the school on that day.
Dodson noted that she was personally touched when
amidst all the chaos oflast
One of therecurring themes throughout the evening
revolved around the unique strength and resolve of the
students, all ofwhom are justhitting their peaks of bein
a teenager in today's self-serving society.
"We live in a society that uses the word "great" too
loosely. Those who take the time out to educate are grea
and I am proud to live in a community that seeks great-
ness," Dodson said.
Pam Dodson, PTA president of Eastern Guilford, and
Eastern alumni gave a special thanks to all ofthe Eastei
andA&T teachers that were in attendance.
Duncan also mentioned that you can burn a building
down, but you can never burn down the spirit ofa true
school.
"Heroes aren't born when times are at their best, but
they are when times are at theirworst," he said.
Duncan
may need.
Some of the mostpoignant remarks were issued by
Chair of the Guilford County School Board, Allen
A&T students that were in attendance for stepping up
to the plate and showing the true meaning of whatAggie
Pride is all about. Theyalso encouraged the Eastern stu-
dents to seek outA&T students for'anything that they
In addition to the speakers, there were stirring per-
formances by theA&T Gospel
Choir and Richard B. Harrison Players.
SGA President, Arnita Floyd-Moody and Miss A&T,
Crystal Williams thanked
tionally addressed her students and expressed how
proud that she was ofthem. She emphasized that faculty
and members ofthe school board were doing everything
in theirpower to ensure that everything will return back
to normal for the students in terms of schedules and bus
routes
The office ofthe registrar strictly enforces graduation requirements
No half stepping at A&T's commencement
By Jessica Simmons
Contributor
During the fall and spring
commencements students have
been able to walk across the
stage and act like they have
graduated, but still come back to
classes the following semester to
Students at A&T will no
longer be allowed to participate
in commencement exercises
without having completed all of
their course requirements.
deadline; this is another rule that
Also under stricter guidelines
is the graduation application
credit required for graduation
they have not received every
undergraduate classes. Stricter
rules have been put into place
that will ensure that students are
not allowed to participate in the
commencement ceremony if
This is why many students
who seemed to have graduated
are still on campus attending
complete their coursework course requirements then you are
not a graduate. You should wait
until you have completed your
coursework. Then again who
cares, I'm out ifhere in May,"
said senior, journalism mass
communication major Dondrill
McFarland.
The Registrar can be contact-
edat 336) 334-7595 ifseniors
have questions.
All pertinent graduation infor
mation is available at the
Registrar's office.
Many have said that it is
unfair andridiculous to gradu-
ate, but not actually graduate.
"It makes sense, because if
you have not completed your
walk," Lugo said
application, but as long as you
have it paid prior to commence-
ment you will be alright to
"This fee does not have to be
paid when you turn in your
ate applications is Jan. 12 and
for graduate students it is Jan. 8
The graduation fee is $60.
denied. The fall commencement
application deadline has passed,
but for spring commencement
there is still time.
administration has been lenient
about in the past. Applications
must be turned in on timeor eli-
gibilityfor graduation will be
The deadline for undergradu-
enforced," saidLester Lugo of
the Office of the Registrar.
"Students need to be aware of
graduation application deadlines
because it is being strictly
Brothers ofPhi Beta Sigma help Aggies explore the causes ofpoverty
Poverty, a judgment or a situation?
By Jason Perry
Contributor
On Nov. 2, members of the Eta
chapter of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Incorporated, hosted a
program which addressed the
issue of poverty and some of its
"I have worked with individu-
those without education
divorce, illness and insufficient
government support. To the sur-
prise ofmany, Brown stated that
these factors were not limited to
siderationwere education
Lutheran Family Services
Brown initiated the discussion
by sharing very detailed reasons
as to why many people, in our
surrounding areas are impover-
ished, with the audience. Some
factors that were taken into con-
Higgins, a representative of
Among the panel of speakers
were students Larnell Harris and
DJ Meredith, Dee Brown, a rep-
resentative from the Greensboro
Housing Coalition and Lelani
causes.
She talked about the great dif-
After Brown stepped down,
Higgins took the platform to dis-
cuss some of the things that her
organization does to help the
impoverished.
These include missing court
dates and failing to follow vital
instructions regarding eligibility
for support.
government benefits that may
have taken them three years to
get due to simple yet costly mis-
takes.
Brown also discussed how
some individuals lose out on
Brown said.
hearted people care to fill,"
handful of caring and good-
many ofus shout "get a job" to,
in some cases have more educa-
tion than we do, but due to the
uncertainty of life's trials and
tribulations, they end up in the
barrel of society that only a
als with masters and doctorate
degrees who are in some ofthe
same situations as people that
you see on the streets everyday.
Those very same people that
to volunteer
After Harris and Meredith fin-
ished sharing their stories, chap-
ter members thanked everyone
for attending and concluded the
event. Afterwards, both Brown
and Higgins distributed informa-
tionabout theirrespective organ-
izations and encouraged students
may not be as farfetched as mo
people would like to think.
aged students to pay attention to
people who are in bad (poverty
stricken) situations and to help
them because being homeless
team. He described himself as
"positive hustler" and encour-
Apphiliates party promoting
Meredith is currently a sophc
more and part owner of the
Harris
ing up
Meredith coped with his situa
tion in a similar fashion to
he said
"I would go to school lik
mal, but I would stay over;
friends' houses and eat and
with them for weeks at a til
Harris, a native ofWilmington,
NC, talked about how a few
years ago, he, his mother and
brother were forced to leave
their home due to family issues
and had to find a place where
they could survive at and live.
After the two ladies concluded,
the two student panelists gave
the audience their own account
ofwhat it was like to be home-
less.
whenall calls will be answered
and all benefits received.
Higgins feels that due to the
lack of stability in the lives of
these individuals, it becomes a
daunting task to seek them out
and provide them with the bene-
fits that they so desperately need
Higgins is hoping for the day
returned," Higgins said.
"Everyday, I make a series of
phone calls that could be some
needy person's happiest call of
the day, but nobodypicks up the
phone or the calls are never
ficulty involved in trying to help
those who do not want to be
helped.
Similar sentiments were
expressed by Meredith, who like
Harris, also experienced home-
lessness and poverty while grow-
Today, Harris credits his fami-
ly's faith in God with their tran-
sition from homelessness to a
more fortunate circumstance. He
is currently a senior, visual arts
and design major.
Harris eluded to the fact that
his family's homelessness gave
him a chance to get to know his
mother and brother better than
everbefore.
longer than practice allowed just
so he could avoid going back to
the shelter.
As a way to keep his mind off
of his situation, he played sports,
but even then he tried to stay
"When I became homeless, I
was embarrassed and didn't want
anyone to know,"Harris said.
During his junioryear ofhigh
school, his family moved from
shelter to shelter eating whatever
they could due to the overflow
ofhomeless families that were
also living with them.
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Aggies open their hearts and wallets
The ASCT community rallies around the Eastern Guilford High School community in its time ofneed
By Jeuron Dove
News Editor
A&T students donates money to Eastern Guilfordat fundraiser.
The two-hour event was presided over by Dr. Leila
Vickers, dean of the School of Education.
Rev. Terry Larsen of Calvary Baptist Church opened
up with prayerand strong words of encouragement.
He reassured everyone that even though a bad situation
had occurred, God was still present and something good
would come out of it all. Larsen claimed that it was a
miracle that not one person was injured and that the
community will be made stronger as a result of this.
Dr. Lauren Cooke, principal ofEastern Guilford, emo
On Monday, Nov. 6, A&T students, faculty, staff and
alumni welcomed the students, faculty, staffand family
members of Eastern Guilford High School for a specia
community support gathering event at theAlumni-
Foundation Event Center
The event which took place from 7 p.m.-9 p.m. was
chance for A&T and the greater Greensboro communi-
ty to embrace and uplift those who are apart of the
Eastern Guilfordcommunity.
On Nov. 1, the majority of the Eastern GuilfordHigh
School building was destroyed after a fire ensued on
the premises. No one was fatally injured, but almost
every piece of school equipment and all student
belongings were lost in the blaze.
As a result, classes were cancelled for theremainder
of that week. They will resume at two distinct loca-
tions. Juniors and seniors will resume classes on Nov.
8, at the East Campus ofGuilford Technical
Community College onWendover Avenue. They will
attend school from noon to 6 p.m.
Freshmen and sophomores will not resume classes
until Nov. 14. When they do resume classes, their
classes will be held at the former Central N.C. School
for the Deaf in Browns Summit. These students will
also have a more flexible schedule of 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
In an event that could be described as emotional,
inspiring, entertaining and down right funny at times,
many supporters from all across Guilford County congre-
gated to offer their support to Eastern Guilford.
High School board members; fraternity chapters,
Eastern Guilford and A&T alumni, pastors and other
people from all walks of life were on hand to take part in
the event
After everyone had exited the Alumni Center, the ever
was concluded with a special candle lighting ceremony
held on the lawn.
As the program concluded, an announcement was
made was made thatA&T had donated several thousand
of dollars worth ofbackpacks and other school supplies
that these students will need.
Nascar
embraces
Aggies as
interns
Three A&J students work, live
and breathe Nascar as pit crew
for race team
ByLarissa Clavon
Contributor
A&T students intern for
NASCAR team over the
screams and idle chatter of fans
The sound ofracecar engines
crackles through the air at a
deafening noise level whileall
await the grand marshal's com-
mand, "gentlemen, start your
engines!"
Before any race can go forth,
proper preparation is essentialt
a successful and safe race,
whether the driver wins or not.
Many only dream ofworking
for NASCAR, being the indus-
try is extremely lucrative and
difficult to get into.
During the2006 spring and
summer semesters, students at
A&T ventured out ofAggie lan
to experience the fast lane as pi
crew interns to West-region
NASCAR driver and team
owner, Tim Woods III.
Woods is a third generation
driver and serves as the operate
and owner ofT3 Motorsports.
The internship was based out o
Chino Hills, Calif., which is
about 30 miles from downtown
Los Angeles, Calif.
Apit crew is compiled ofno
more than seven people who
work in the pit stop to refuel,
change tires, change drivers or
any mechanical need that can b
facilitated to the car on the
scene without compromising th
driver's chances of winning the
race.
The pit crew consists of the
jackman, which is responsible
for jacking up the car so tires
can be replaced; the front and
rear tire changer; the gas man,
which is responsible for filling
the car with gasoline with a spe
cial gas can; the gas catch man
and two tire carriers. Sometime
an eighth man is permitted into
the pitstop to clean the wind-
shield.
Christopher Gaskins, Edwin
Akpaita and Lee Powell workec
together on the pit crew.
Gaskins' passion for motor-
sports stems out ofhis child-
hood love for cars.
"I've always had a passion
for automobiles and racing.
Originally I was going to trans-
fer to NASCAR Technical
Institute in Mooresville, N.C.
but I heard about a motorsports
program in Price and Smith
Hall.And so I went to investi-
gate about it and it seemed very
interesting to me so I got
involved with the program,"
Gaskins said.
Gaskins introduced Akpaita, a
former mechanical engineering
major, to the motorsports con-
centration.
"I've loved cars since I had
my first car. It was a 4-cylinder
1996 Geo Metro," said Akpaita.
Driving go-carts as a child ani
watching his father work on car;
heightened Lee Powell's interes
in doing the same but for a
career. On the verge ofdropping
out ofschool, Powell was intro-
duced to the motorsports con-
centrationby motorsports pro-
fessor Thurman Exum.
"We were called out to work
in the pit crew, but during the
internship we were also the
mechanics and Dooly truck driv
ers, so we got a very good taste
ofwhat it feels like to be in the
racing industry,"Powell said.
See PIT CREW on Page 2
Gene therapy shows
promise in HIV treatment
nary clinical trial
"In a way, it's a redemption,"
Levine said of the results, pub-
lished Monday in the
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
Mark. A. Kay, a Stanford
University researcher and past
president ofthe American
Society of GeneTherapy, said,
"The whole technology it took to
get this done was cumulatively
very strong. It wasn't clear to me
that this was going to work. But
I think this is an important step
forward. I'm impressed."
So is "subject #2," a
Philadelphia resident who has
had the most dramatic, sustained
effects. His HIV viral load fell
from 54,100 three years ago to
1,930 this past January. His sup-
ply of T cells, which had been so
ravaged by HIV that he was on
the edge ofan AIDS diagnosis,
increased slightly. The modified
T cells were detectable in his
bloodstreamfor two years. And
his immune system grew
stronger.
"When I tested positive in
1989,1 really didn't expect to
live this long, so I'm very grate-
ful," said the muscular, 44-year-
old public administrator, whose
only visible symptom of illness
is sunken cheeks, a side effect of
HIV drugs. "Now, I don't expect
to be gone anytime soon."
Gene therapy, still highly
experimental after almost 20
years, aims to harness the insidi-
ous power ofviruses.
On its own, a virus can't repro-
duce; it must infect a cell and
hijack the host's machinery to
make copies. Some viruses,
including HIV, do this by splic
The five patients, who were no
longer responding to convention-
al HIV drugs, have had no seri-
ous side effects during two years
offollow-up. Four showed signs
that the therapy was working-
very unusual in such a prelimi
The therapy is being tested at
the University ofPennsylvania,
where the 1999deathofArizona
teenager Jesse Gelsinger still
casts a pall
His death, the first in a gene
therapy experiment, triggered a
nationwide halt in human testing
ofsuch treatments amid revela-
tions of ethical and regulatory
lapses
Now, seven years after that
disaster, a team led by Perm's
Carl June and Bruce Levine has
achieved a gene therapy tour de
force: They removed some infec-
tion-fighting "T cells" from five
HIV patients, inserted a gene
into the cells to stop theAIDS
virus from reproducing, then
multiplied the modified T cells
and put them back in the
patients
The vehicle, or "vector," that
theresearchers used to deliver
the protective gene to the cells
was a genetically modified HIV
virus,also a first.
PHILADELPHIA- A novel
gene therapy that uses a genetic
version ofa Trojan Horse has
shown promise in fighting the
AIDS virus, a coup in a field
crippled by disappointments and
setbacks.
That theory became reality in
France. Three of 10children
who underwent gene therapy and
were cured of severe combined
immune deficiency disease—the
so-calledBubble Boy disease-
later developed leukemia. One
died in 2004.
The subsequent suspension of
all U.S. gene therapy trials "cost
us two years ofprogress,"
recalled June, a professor of
pathology and laboratory medi-
cine.
Another obstacle is that the
characteristic of viruses that
makes them useful as vectors—
their constant swapping and
shuffling ofDNA— also makes
them hard to control. In theory,
viral vectors can recombine with
viruses already in the patient, or
insert their genetic payload into
the host's DNA in a way that
triggers cancer.
ing their own genes into the
cell's DNA
But the obstacles to this sim-
ple-sounding strategy have
By using these invaders to
insert DNAthat is helpful to the
cell ,rather than harmful gene
therapy can theoretically fix the
root causes of many diseases.
proved to be enormous
For one thing, even when
researchers deactivate the dis-
ease-causing genes in a viral
vector, the immune system may
spot the invaders and attack.
That, investigators concluded, is
what killed Jesse Gelsinger: The
adenovirus (cold virus) that was
supposed to deliver therapy for
his rare metabolic disorder sent
his immune system into deadly
overdrive
Analysts believe thatTuesday's
election could be so decisive that
it, too, earns a name ofits own:
the "Iraq midterm."
In an NBC-Wall Street Journal
survey of 1,010 registered voters
published Friday, Americans dis-
approved ofthe president's han-
dling ofIraq by a margin of64-
33 percent. Asked about the most
important issue Tuesday, 36 per-
cent said the Iraq War, far ahead
of the 22 percent whoresponded
jobs or the economy.
Those numbers confirmed
findings in other fresh polls,
among them the 64-29 percent
negative view toward Iraq meas-
ured in a CBS News/New York
Times survey of 1,084 adults
published on Thursday.
Midterm elections with memo-
rable results become known by
the issues ofthe day. In 1974,
the Republicans' loss of 48
midterms, Democrats lost 47
House seats occurred in what is
recalled as the "Watergate
midterm." In two Vietnam
Republicans lost 12 House seats
in 1970.
House seats in 1966 and
about these things, and it's good
for the base to keep talking,"
said Craig Shirley, a conserva-
tive activist and GOP strategist
in Washington. "But people have
already made up theirminds, and
happy talk is not going to change
things."
In newspaper columns and talk
shows, GOP stalwarts like ex-
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
are talking about where their
party went wrong. Some in the
GOP speak of "progress through
defeat" meaning that losses
Tuesday would leave them in
stronger position for the 2008
presidential election because
Democrats would have to
assume more responsibility for
the nation's problems.
"You can be Pollyanna-ish
Confrontedby a bevy ofpolls
pointing to defeat Tuesday, many
Republicans already are looking
beyond.
Meanwhile, Democratic candi-
dates for governor in Illinois and
the 35 other states holding
gubernatorial elections were
poised to cut into the GOP's 28-
22 hold on statehouses and per-
haps hold a plurality of gover-
nors' offices after Tuesday.
Republicans were hoping that
Bush's late campaign blitz would
generate the enthusiasm needed
to cut losses and at leastkeep the
Senate in GOP hands.
scheduled campaign stops
Ifthings weren't grim enough
for Republicans, Bush had
Saturday in Colorado, where the
Rev. Ted Haggard, president of
the nation's largest evangelical
group, resigned Thursday amid
charges that he paid for sex with
a male prostitute.
the GOP 52-seat landslide of
1994.
The Virginia Senate race, like
Missouri's, is among eight with
the greatest potential to switch
from Republican to Democratic
hands. Democrats would need
victories in six of the eight to
take control of the Senate.
More likely Tuesday-ifnot
probable—are Democratic pick-
ups of 15 House seats to retake
control of the House they lost in
What Republicans are doing
and saying before Election Day
points to the sticky predicament
they're in: trying to cling to their
narrow majority in Congress as
the mood ofthe nation reflects
increasing dissatisfaction with
the status quo.
WASHINGTON-In the last
gasp ofthis remarkable midterm
election, President GeorgeW.
Bush is campaigning Sunday in
the diehardred state ofNebraska
in hopes ofrescuing a House
seatheld by the GOP since 1958
Meanwhile, Republicans like
Virginia Sen. George Allen, a
war hawk and a presidential
aspirant a few months ago sound
like anti-war protesters as they
fight to hold back the
Democratic tide
"We need to get our ground
troops out ofIraq," saidAllen, a
supporter ofthe White House 96
percent of the time.
Looking for a career instead of just a job?
RSM McGladrey
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National News
By Bill Lambrecht
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
(MCT)
By Marie McCullough
The Philadelphia Inquirer
(MCT)
Republicans launch
campaigns to stay
majority in Congress
The AS
Dr.Adetokunbo Borishade,
chair ofAfrican and Liberian
studies at AME University in
Liberia, West Africa, said that
she refers to herself or herpeo-
ple she uses the word Africa.
"No matter where an African
is born, he is still African." she
said.
"Politicians, preachers, pimps
andprostitutes.. .most ofthem
are all whores," she said.
She said that "gospel pimps"
suckmoney out of the communi-
ty and put nothing back in. She
also said that educators and min-
isters must first educate them-
Dr. Borishade addressed a
questionpertaining to therole of
ministers and educators topre-
vent ignorance in the black com-
munity.
about themselves
"I was the biggest African
American until I went to Ghana,
I realized that I don'tknow
about being African, but I know
about being Black." said Bryon
Turman, professor ofEnglish
and African AmericanLiterature
at A&T.
Pit Crew
Dr. Borishade closed the dis-
cussionby stating a Liberian
proverb
"Ifyou are not bought at
home, you will not be bought at
the market," she said before stat-
ing thatblack people must
respect ourselves firs,t ifwe
want others to respect us.
She stated that when black
people talk about what white
people did to them, about them
and for them, itputs white peo-
ple at the focus and center and
pushes issues ofblack people to
the background.
"If there is such (a) thing as ai
African American," said
Borishade. Why does
Congress... have to vote on the
Civil Rights Act?"
Dr. Syrulwa Soman, an author
of fourbooks onAfrican culture
and religion, said thatthere are
two ways to control an individ-
ual. He saidthat the Europeans
controlled Africans by taking
"When you control a man's
thinking, you do not have to
worry about his actions. You do
not have to tell him not to stand
here or go yonder. He will find
his 'proper place' and will stay
in it. You do not need to send
him to the back door. He will go
without being told," said Dr.
Carter G. Woodson. "In fact, if
there is no back door, he will cut
one for his special benefit. His
question ofeducation makes it
necessary."
selves and commit to telling the
truth.
The panelists were asked what
they felt was the true definition
ofan African American.
Turman responded that the
U.S. Census states that an
African American is anyone of
African descent with all the
rights ofan American. Dr.
Borishade says the term African
American is an oxymoron.
away their native language and
stripping them oftheir religion.
"We have been mis-educated
in every since," said Dr.
Marshena McCoy-Williams,
owner of Smart Kids TLC and
former A&Tprofessor.
She saidthat it was the contin-
ued mis-education ofherAfrican
American brothers and sisters
that forced her to leave higher
education.
Continued from Page 1
to u now.
These students and others from A&T
made up the working team for Woods this
past summer. They learned tohandle dele-
gatedresponsibilities and gained inside
experience holistically to the field of
NASCAR.
One ofthe most valuable things Akpaita
learned from the internship was how to do
his job. Doing it precisely and accurately
gets the driver back on the track as fast as
possible.
As African-American men, these stu-
dentsplan to bombard the field of
NASCAR as professionals and help make
the field and sport more acceptable
amongst other African Americans and
minorities.
"There's an open door for diversity, and-
I plan to step through it," Gaskins said.
Akpaita believes the zero to nothing fan-
base ofAfrican Americans in NASCAR is
due to people not understanding the sport
and the inability to relate to the sport
because ofthe absence ofAfrican
Americans onNASCAR teams.
Examples of this are the racecar jackets
thatAfrican Americans wear displaying
popular brands and logos.
"One thing that could be done to draw
more African Americans wouldbe finding
a product we can relate to and tie that into
NASCAR," he said.
Powell believes thatrecruiting more
people will help the program growand
proceed, along with getting good equip-
ment that is needed.
Concentrating on future endeavors, the
goals ofthese young men lie in almost
every area of motorsports including
becoming team owners. All three interns
are seniors majoring in manufacturing sys-
tems with a concentration in motorsports.
forecast
7-day
weather
Wednesday: A chance ofshowers, mainly
before noon. Mostly cloudy, with a high near 63.
North wind between 6 and 8 mph. Chance ofpre-
cipitation is 30%.
o succeed, and ali the signs say GO.
ve created an environment that's conducive
and professional growth and success. At
g, we offer award-winning learning tools and
xperiences, so that you keep moving ahead-
ery first day. So visit us on campus, or at
careers. Wednesday Night: A slight chance ofshowers
before 11pm.Partly cloudy, with a low around 48.
Northwest wind between 6 and 8 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 20%.
Thursday: Partly cloudy, with a high near 72
Northwest wind between 8 and 14mph.
RK FORc^
BEST
WIESS
Thursday Night: Mostly clear, with a low
around 47. West wind between 6 and 9 mph
becoming calm.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a high near 72.
Friday Night: Mostly clear, with a low around
Veteran's Day: Partly cloudy, with a high near
around 51
Saturday Night: Partly cloudy, witha low
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a high near 62
Sunday Night: Mostly clear,with a low
around 41.
Monday: Mostly sunny, witha high near 61
Monday Night: Partly cloudy, with a
low around 41.
Tuesday: Partly cloudy, with a high near 61
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News
The A&TRegister
African Americans, Blacks or Negroes:
A&J students explore how people ofcolor define themselves in the 21st century
By Torrell Taylor
Contributor
"Am I a Negro, a black per-
son, or an African American,"
was just one ofthe questions
asked during a panel discussion
titledThe Mis-Education ofThe
Negro. The discussion was host-
ed by the Association ofAfrican
Students (AAS) on Nov. 3 at 7
p. m. in theNew Classroom
Building Auditorium
The purpose of this discussion
was to unify the black communi-
black history month, Dr. Carter
G. Woodson.
ty. "The Mis-Education ofThe
Negro" is a book that was writ-
ten in 1933by the founder of
According to Dr. Carter G.
Woodson, the mis-education
starts in the classroom when
Black Americans are not taught
In this book, Woodson reveals
that the Negro mind has been
controlled and taught inferiority.
The panel discussion was based
on the concepts andpremises
suggested in Woodson's book.
The first question addressed
was "Am I a Negro, Black or
African American?"
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Memories of Eastern
Guilford High School
By Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Editor
Eastern Guilford will not go
down without a fight.
On Monday, A&.T reached out
to Eastern Guilford and held a
benefit ceremony in their honor.
It was a great turnout.
During the open-mic session,
sophomore WildcatKaty
Osborne walked to the podium
to speak about her school's spirit.
She was honest in her testimony.
"Since the fire," Osborne said
"A lot ofgood has come out of
players
Not an easy taskby any means.
This season I made the drive
down to Peeden Drive, the home
of the wildcats, on the eastern
part of Greensboro to cover a
game for the News ck Record. I
am still in disbeliefthat Eastern
Guilford is no more.
I'm sure Eastern
Guilford's great Torry Holt is
shocked. Holt, a Greensboro
native and future Hall-of-Famer,
was drafted by the Rams in 1999
So it is now that I offer
Eastern Guilford our school mas-
cot, the Phoenix. Eastern
Guilfordwill rise from the ashes
"You can't kill Wildcat pride."
"You shall rise again,"
saidLt. Barry Black, an Eastern
Guilford alumni and member of
the A&.T police* department.
In 2003, I can honestly say the
Phoenix were in the same boat
with school spirit. McMichael
once dressed 21 players in a
game. Now think about going
against teams with more than 60
Before the incident, she said
her fellow Wildcats had no
school spirit. Now, everyone is
coming together.
Two days after the tragedy, the
Wildcats took to the field and
were defeated, 40-38.
never forget.
Nevertheless, Eastern Guilford
can consider themselves champi-
ons in the eyes ofthe Greensboro
community. By far, the 2002
Wildcats left a lasting memory
for McMichael and it is one I will
For two years I played football
against Eastern Guilford as a
McMichael Phoenix of Mayodan
N.C. When I heard the news
about the Wildcats' school going
down in flames, I was shocked.
Thanks to their uniforms being
salvaged after the fire, Eastern
Guilford can strap on the pads
for a postseason run in the 2-A
state playoffs at Northwood High
School.
| JOHS-I
A rift between black sports writers:
do we really need to tear each other down?
By Michael McCray
Sports Editor
I think both men make fine points, but in the
end, we're in the same boat as a minority in this
industry. Splitting a group that's already small isn't
going to solve anything and in that sense, I think
that the two of them should agree to disagree and
move on as two black men at the top oftheir
to The Washington Post's Michael Wilbon and
USA Today's David Dupree, but being able to see
black sportswriters like Jackson, Michael A. Smith,
Stephen A. Smith, Whitlock and JA. Adande only
made sports journalism as a black man seem even
more realistic for me. I read these writers everyday
because I can relate to them. I do see a littleof
myself in their writing and I do steal little things
they do and add them to my repertoire.
I think this beefaffects how people look at us as
black writers in the workplace. I'm on amajority
black staffhere at A&T, but I really think that at
professional papers they are saying, "look at these
black folks."
Link to JasonWhitlock's blog interview-
http://thebiglead.com/?p=l038
Link to Whitlock's KC Star article -http://www.kansascity.com/mld/kansascity/spo
rts/15608294.htm
respective games.
Decide for yourself:
Link to Scoop's rebuttal -http://sports.espn.go.com/espn/page2/story7page
=jackson/061006
What Jackson saidmight not be the right thing to
say but it doesn't make it untrue. I think that he
was the bigger man by not retaliating and saying
you're entitled to your opinion. Not all of us can
Am I willing to say he went too far a couple
times? Sure. But it's ridiculous to say, "Much of
his writing is childish, anti-white and a caricature
ofa negative black stereotype," like Whitlock did
in that same Kansas City Star article.
Like a man who believes in his own work,
Jackson responded to Whitlock's interview and
article on ESPN.corn's Page 2. In an article called
"The Importance of Being Civil," Jackson went on
the challenge Whitlock's accusations.
"You all have a better chance to make it to the
NBA than you do ofdoing what I do fora living.
Those were my words. Exact," said Jackson. "To
some degree, it seems my point was misinterpret-
ed."
This was the hip-hop equivalent ofa diss record
and for me personally, being a fan of Jackson's
writing, I was taken back by these comments. A lot
of his writing is comical but very "real." It's that
same style that drew me to his work. He wasn't
trying to be overly eloquent or sugarcoat his writ-
ing. For the most part he was telling the truth and it
was funny.
ty ofjournalism and not biting his tongue, nor
jeopardizing his morals for the network, but to go
on and take a subliminal shot at Jackson and ESPN
for "publishing the gangsta-posturing rantings of a
poor writer" was uncalled for.
I respect Whitlock for standing up for the integri-
In a column called "Freedom to speak has price,"
that ran in The Kansas City Star, Whitlock stood
his ground stating, "I take being a journalist/colum-
nist very seriously. To me, being a contract
employee for ESPN did not mean I'd surrendered
my right to blast the World Wide Leader in
Sports."
With that said, I didn't shed a tear when I heard
Whitlock would no longer be seen on the
Worldwide Leader in Sports after an apparent run-
in with longtime ESPN contributor Mike Lupica
and fellow black writer Jackson, plus comments he
made about them in a blog interview.
Whitlock blasted Jackson for "telling black kids
they had a better chance ofbeing NBA players
than sportswriters."
Now, that sounds bad, and Whitlock was defi-
nitely speaking out on what he considered to be an
ignorant thing to do.
Now I was never a big Whitlock fan, but like a
lot of situations, you hope that one ofyour own
does well and succeeds.
The war ofwords between former ESPN contrib-
utor and The Kansas City Star columnist Jason
Whitlock and ESPN Page 2 and former SLAM
Magazine editor Scoop Jacksonputs a dark cloud
over black journalistsand over a dying industry for
blacks.
I had the opportunity to learn my craft from a
former black sports editorat a majorpaper and I
love ESPN for introducing me a new generation of
black writers. I'm not really old enough to have
read the late Ralph Wiley and I can't always relate
Where dowe stand as black writers; black
sportswriters specifically? I have thought Whitlock
and Jackson were both pigeon-holed at one point in
time as the "token black guy" at ESPN before.
Whether itmay be Whitlock talking about team-
mates he has seen with guns, quoting Bell Biv
Devoe on Pardon The Interruption or Jackson giv-
ing the "black" answer on Cold Pizza, both men
have been faced with living the image and stereo-
type ofbeing their own man.
I've had times where I thought Whitlock came
off as being corny and forced on ESPN and
moments where I shook my head laughing, think-
ing I can't believe Scoop just said that.
The fact remains that Jackson's numbers don't
lie. Five out of 305 sports editors at major newspa-
pers in the country are black. Just five!
"There's a direct correlation between what people
see as accessible to them and what they choose to
do with their lives. It doesn't shape what everyone
does, but it's naive to think that it doesn'tplay a
role," said Jackson. "Unless someone sees a person
doing something he can see himself doing, finding
the passion and work ethic necessary to pursue that
career never manifests."
do thatwhen we are called a "clown" and accused
of'bojanglin'."
Editorial
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avid, who is said to have left a
ivate screening ofthe "Borat"
ovie halfway through because
e was laughing so hard he
luldn'tbreathe. (Odds are good
was the naked wrestling
iquence.) Reportedly, Britain's
Gets into a fierce argument
nvolvmg a Baywatch picton-
of Pamela Anderson) with his
ountainous producer, Azamat
agatov (Ken Davitian), that
iicklv escalates to an angry
which
ten spills out into the hallways,
levator, lobby and ballroom of
iked wrestling match
leir hotel
Wreaks havoc m the New
ork subway when his pet
hicken gets loose.
Brings a bag of his feces to
e table and invites a prostitute
ir dessert at a dinnerparty in
labama, where his hosts are
rying to teach him the basics of
merican etiquette.
Gives his prostitute-sister a pas-
:onate goodbye kiss and nar-
ies footage ofthe annual
Running of the Jew" festival
efore setting offfrom his small
11age.
represents is a country of
Boratastan, acountry of on
Very m-i-ice postscript:
Kazakh officials, looking to
raise theprofile of the oil-rich
former Soviet republic (and per-
haps counter criticism for its
deteriorating civil liberties'?),
have recently softened their
stance on Borat. Earlier this
month, Kazakh Deputy Foreign
Minister Rakhat Aliyev said,
"We must have a sense of humoi
and respect otherpeople
dom of creativity. I'd like I
invite Cohen here. He can dis
cover a lot ofthings. Women
drive cars, wine is made of
grapes, and Jews are free to go
to synagogues."
Is Borat pointing up preju-
dices or reinforcing negative
stereotypes'?That's the big
ongoing debate. Fans insist it's
the former, but critics blast him
for the latter. One hint of where
Cohen's coming from: In a 2004
interview, he told NPR's Robert
Siegel that he wrote his
Cambridge thesis on Jewish
involvement in theAmerican
civil-rights movement, with spe
cial focus on the 1964 murders
in Mississippi of James Chaney
Andrew Goodman and Michael
Schwerner.
In his impossibly titled new
movie, "Borat: Cultural
Learnings ofAmerica for Make
Benefit Glorious Nationof
Kazakhstan", he mangles "The
Star Spangled Banner" at a
Keyes "a real live chocolate
face" and says/does many other
things that could never be print-
ed in this or any other main-
Virginia rodeo; sneaks outof a
Midwestern bed and breakfast in
the dead of night after realizing
it's run by Jews; calls Alan
stream newspaper
No wonder so many people
don'tknow what to make of
Borat Sagdiyev or, as you may
still be calling him, "that
strange-speaking manwith the
big mustache who's constantly
popping up in movie promos on
my television set lately."
Even his studio, 20th Century
Fox, seems a little unsure about
Borat, announcing last week that
it scaled back a "wide" release
from 2,000 to 800 screens, but
then expanding the following
weekend to 2,200, a plan that
allows for word-of-mouthbuzz
to build about the partly script-
ed, mostly guerrilla-style film.
(According to surveys, not
enough people were aware of
whoBorat is, theLos Angeles
Times reported.^
Will "Borat" ultimately be a
huge hit or a very ;:nb? Is
it, as Entertainmeii) Weekly has
He recently showed up at the
White House asking for
"Premier GeorgeWalter Bush,"
posed forEntertainment Weekly
dressed as all the members of
the Village People and arrived at
the Toronto International Film
Festival in an ox cart pulled by
bullishly strong women in peas-
ant garb.
Breaking all
of the rules
late queen mother was also a big
fan.
Borat's enemies include: The
police departments ofa number
ofAmerican cities and towns,
some ofwhich issued warrants
for Cohen's arrest during the
making of"Borat" and the
Kazakh government, which has
made legal threats against
ment address as Ali G. And, like
Kaufman, his characters some-
times so rile his targets that
watching him can be almost
unbearably uncomfortable.As
withKaufman, you sometimes
actually fear for the man's life.
Borat's loved ones include
Sons Hooeylewis and Bilak.
late last week.
Where else have you seen
Cohen? The movie "Talladega
Nights: The Ballad ofRicky
flamboyant French Formula One
driver Jean Girard, who chal-
lenges Will Ferrell and John C.
Reilly for NASCAR supremacy.
Bobby," in which he played
Bruno, the vain, shallow,
self-obsessed, gay "voice
ofAustrian TV youth"; and Ali
G a not very bright, bad-boy
British rapper who has inter-
viewed everyone from U.N.
Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali to a clearly
befuddled Gov. Christine Todd
Whitman. Two famous Ali G
interview questions: "Whatwas
The Old Settler settles at the
Triad Stage's Pryle Theater
ByAshley Johnson
Contributor
So, I urge all Aggies to shov
some pride and to support thei
fellow Aggies.
There is a strong Aggie pres-
ence associated with this produc
tion as Donna Bradby an A&T
professor and Randi Martin, a
recent A&T alumni are both
involved. Bradby as director anc
Martinplaying Lou Bessie.
Erik James, the graduate hall
director of Village 4 and 6
Residence Halls, said that
by his observations co-ed vio-
lations, illegal appliances, and
noise violations were the most
common rules broken in on-
campus residence halls. "Most
students enjoy the company of
the opposite gender so much
they disregard the rules which
are for their own safety," he stat-
ed about violating the co-ed pol-
icy.
"If they feel that there is no
need to break the rules, they will
be more apt to follow
them,"Adams said.
Fore added, "Changing the
rules to stop them frombeing
broken may notbe the right
choice but altering them in a
"The set hours for visitation
are 4p.m.-12a.m. Monday
through Friday and Noon
through Midnight on Saturday
and Sunday. The hours are post-
ed in each residence hall," said
Fore.
"Co-ed and fire violations
such as: hotplates and candles
are the most broken rules in resi-
dence halls," said resident assis-
tant, Hadiya Adams, a senior
Psychology major from
Cleveland, Ohio. "Noise viola-
tions are also a common prob-
lem," added Adams.
dents who reside in residence
halls choose not to follow some
rules.
With strictrules onhours, lev-
els, and when and where certain
things can happen, many stu-
Many feel as ifthe activities
they want to participate in, and
when they do, should not be
determined by the Department of
Housing and Residence Life.
The problem: by living in an on-
campus residence hall, students
who live there must follow these
rules
When asked what could be
done to make residents more apt
to follow the rules, Peter Fore, a
sophomore resident assistant
from Fayetteville said, "Ifyou
treat residents like kids, they are
going to act like kids."
way residents and the
Department ofHousing and
Residence Life can agree would
be ideal."
Residents say the noiserale is
the hardest to follow. With hun-
dreds of students living in close
vicinities it is very difficult to
keep everyone happy. Voices,
footsteps, and the bass from
stereos can be heard at almost
any time in on-campus housing
Whether it is noise heard in
the hallways or inside rooms,
any noise may be bothering
someone
Simply turning the bass down
on your stereo is one idea given
to residents to help eliminate
noise. There are also designated
quiet hours to give time for
studying or sleeping.
"It seems many students, male
and female lack, consideration
for their fellow residents by
playing theirmusic (usually the
same song over and over) way
too loud. We all enjoy our own
music, but the price ofa pair of
headphones is so little it just
shows a lack ofrespect for
said
everyone around you to 'thump
yourmusic that loud," James
By wanting to be treated like
adults, students would be
expected to handle their prob-
lems as adults. Though resi-
dents may disagree with certain
rules they have been put inplace
for a reason and being caught for
violating them will not help
change anything.
problems may arise it would
allow residents a chance to use
the problem solving skills and
compromise.
when going to take a shower or
going to sleep. Though these
Roommates and suitemates may
begin to feel uncomfortable
opposite sex at any time of day.
Though this seems as ifit would
make everyone happy, it could
cause more problems.
implemented. This would allow
them tohave company of the
Most residents agree that a 24
hour co-ed policy should be
party or movie
This play is very entertaining
and suspenseful at times and I
would recommend it to everyone
as an alternative a weekend
ater
An intimate setting, just big
enough to accommodate a small
and attentive audience, the Triad
Stage at The Pyrle Theater is the
coziest and most welcoming the-
ater that any one could ever
imagine
Hidden away amidst the clubs,
bars, and restaurants of down-
town Greensboro on South Elm
Street, one would never imagine
the creative sparks that fly on
the small stage of The Pyrle
Theater at the Triad Stage
For the past several weeks, the
Triad Stage has hosted The Old
Settler, a play written by John
Henry Redwood and debuted in
1996 at the McCarter and Long
Wharf Theatres
Redwood's play is set in the
1940's in New York City, New
York in a section ofthe city
called Harlem. Set during the
World War II, the play focuses in
on the lives of fourblack people
and how their life experiences
and things that happen in the
worldaround them color their
interactions with one another.
The four characters in the play
are Elizabeth, Quilly, Husband,
Elizabeth and Quilly are sis-
and Lou Bessie.
P, BY:2006 N
Edloe Blackwell, Postell Pringle and Elizabeth Flax in The Old Settler at Triad
s
Rev iew By Michele Matthews
Editor in Chief
rs who are approaching
;nior citizenship and live
gether. Elizabeth is the
der of the two, who sac-
ficed her youth to care foi
er sister and was never
arried. Quilly, the
ounger of the two is a
rebrand whose husband
•centiy left her after 30
ars of marriage.
Husband is a young
arder that the two take in
help pay the rent and
yu Bessie is Husband's
ve interest who he has
line to Harlem to find.
As the show progresses,
ou Bessie is revealed as a
isingenuous women who
only interested in
usband's money and
sbandand Elizabeth fall
love in a peculiar May-
cember romance,
nidst all that is going on
ith the characters' person-
lives the work still man-
;es to draw reference to
e social injustices black
ople in America faced
uning that timeperiod.
The cast of Edloe
lackwell as Elizabeth;
izabeth Flax as Quilly;
ndi Martin as Lou
>ssie; and, Postell Pringle
Husband does an excep-
onal job ofbringing these
aracters to life onthe
age making the entire
experience a captivating
one for all in attendance.
The charm ofthe experi-
ence is heightened by the
set and overall setup of the the-
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"Borat"- is he hilarious or just offensive?
ByVirgima Rohack
MCT CAMPUS
:'s free
All G. posed as Borat for his show.
Cohen's comedy routine for
depicting their country as a
nation ofdrunken anti-Semites
who rank donkeys above
women and make wine from
fermented horse urine. "He is
not a Kazakh," Kazakh press
secretary Roman Vasilenko told
Reuters last month. "What he
one?
Time will yield the answers.
Meanwhile, we offer this little
primer on the most controversial
movie star of, well, at least the
coming week.
Who is he really? Jewish
comedian Sacha Baron
Cohen, 35, who was born
in London and educated at
Cambridge. He is one of
Britain's most popular
comedians who in real life
is said to be soft-spoken
and gentlemanly.
Where may you have
seen Borat? On Cohen's
British series "DaAli G
Show," which has aired on
HBO. Borat is one of
Cohen's threepersonas on
that show. The others are
Full name: Borat
Sagdiyev.
Who is he? From the
tiny village ofKuczek,
Kazakhstan, Borat is a
journalist for his country's
state-run TV network who,
inthe movie, is sent to the
"U.S. and A" to report on
all aspects ofAmerican
life. The "secondmost suc-
cessful" TV reporter in
Kazakhstan, the misogy-
nistic Borat is fascinated
by black people, baffled by
gays, homicidal toward
Gypsies and phobic of
Jews.
Borat's most outrageous
(printable) movie moments
Cohen's real-life loved one:
Fiancee Isla Fisher, an actress
best known for playing the
petite, wild and crazy sister who
set her sights on Vince Vaughn
in "Wedding Crashers."
Cohen's in the comic tradition
of: Paul Reubens (Pee-wee
Herman), Barry Humphries
(Dame Edna Everage) andAndy
Kaufman. Like them, Cohen
rarely comes out ofcharacter
during interviews. He even gave
the 2004 Harvard commence-sparked an intense bidding war
it like to walk on the sun?" (to
Buzz Aldrin) and "Who really
shot J.R.?" (to the ex-head of
the FBI). Ali G also starred in
his own 2002 movie, "Ali G
Indahouse," and Cohen's plans
to develop a Bruno movie
asked, "the funniest movie
ever?" or justthe most offensive
Borat's many fans include
Seinfeld co-creator Larry
plus 30,000+ jobs at the nation's
hottest companies.
Be successful inclass and your careerwith The Wall Street Journal- in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602.
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1,000
Makers Try to Unload
Perishable Models
Before 'Vista'Hits
PCs Get Cheaper, for the Moment
■ May 2004: Announces broadband
network to offer Internet connections
and TV service.
A discounted Sony notebook
and mouse that come in
pink, above, and Sony's
James Bondpackage, right,
featuring the 007 logo and
'Casino Royale' content.
$1,250
Price Drop
Estimated average computer sales prices in the
fourth quarter of each year
■ Desktop PCs Notebook!
■ February2005: Launches V Cast
subscription service, offering news,
sports and entertainment videos.
■ September 2005: Launches TV service
in Keller, Texas; later launches it in other
markets across the country.
■ January2006: Launches V Cast Music,
which offers over-the-air downloads of
songs by popularartists on major labels.
■ October 2006: Reports 68 million
downloads of games and other mobile
content in third quarter, but bulk of data
revenue still comes fromtext-messaging.
That unpleasant prospect stems
from Microsoft's decision earlier
this year to delay thebroad introduc-
tion of its Windows Vista operating
system until next January. The news
struck a blow to Hewlett-Packard,
Dell, Gateway and the rest of the
$200 billion U.S. industry, which for
decades had enjoyed the tailwind of
a new release ofMicrosoft software-
particularly when it coincided with
the holiday selling season.
Now PC makers are scrambling
to entice consumers to open their
wallets and not wait until the end of
January,' when Vista is expected to
be available to consumers. Some of
the planned incentives are typical-
larger screens, bigger hard drives
and new hardware colors-but many
industry observers say themostpow-
erful sales tool will also be the most
painful: rock-bottom prices.
By Christopher Lawton
And Robert A. Guth
For
personal-computer mak-
ers, the new year can't
come soon enough. Until
then, the normally
healthy holiday season
might look like a going-
out-of-business sale.
major PC makers in late Octo-
those PCs will be able to run
berkicked off a campaign that
Vista later, and Microsoft and
provides any newWindows XP
buyer a free or cheap version
of Vista once it is available
Microsoft acknowledges the PC
industry's concerns overVista's tim-
ing. "Yes, there's concerns from
partners, concerns from us, con-
cerns from everybody that we could
be slowing down PC demandfor the
holiday season," says Microsoft Gen-
eral Manager Brad Brooks. But Mr.
Brooks says the Vista upgrade pro-
gram will help drive sales and buoy
prices for the holidays. Microsoft es-
timates that 85%of the PCs sold this
season will have the processing
power and other attributes to run
Vista if consumers install it later.
H-P Delays
The
withst;
nothin;
way says
book will
discount for tha Jliday season. H-P
says its dv20t" i ttertainmentnote-
book will go for a low $569.99 after a
$50 mail-in rebate.
$699 after a $200
id whistles not-
ndors know that
discount. Gate-
:X570 series note-
and notebooks a
or, called tung-
colorful pre-Vista marketing cam-
paigns and gee-whiz products to get
consumers interested. H-P is hawk-
ing pocket-size storage drives for
taking downloaded music, movies
and personal video on the go. Sony
plans to join its Hollywood counter-
part, Sony Pictures, in releasing
1,000 limited-edition James Bond-
themed Vaio PCs-with a specially
engraved "007" logo and digital cam-
era-tied to the release of "Casino
Royale." Many vendors are also
pushing new colors and designs, in-
cluding a pink notebook for college-
age women from Sony's C-series
notebooks and a wave design on
H-P's dv200f notebook. Gateway is
giving its
new coi
sten.
H-P is delaying the launch of
some PCs until Vista's full-scale de-
but. Bruce Greenwood, director of
product marketing for H-P's North
America consumer notebooks, says
the company wanted to develop cer-
tain products to show offfeatures of
Vista, so it didn't make sense to
launch them three months before
the system is available. He declined
to detail the new products.
SomePC makersare tryingmore
PC makers originally expected
Vista in time for this year's holiday
selling season, one of the two times a
year they can count on consumers to
stock up on new PCs and related
gear (the other is back-to-school sea-
son). And the delay is coming at a
particularly bad time for the PC In-
dustry. In the U.S., unit shipments of
PCs declinedby 2% in the third quar-
ter, according to Gartner Inc. Mar-
ket researcher IDC expects the U.S.
growth rate for PCs in the second
halfof this year to be just 6.3%, ver-
sus 9.5% for the second half of 2005.
The rock-bottom prices could
pressure the alreadyrazor-thin mar-
gins in the PC industry-bad news
for companies such as Dell, which
has been struggling to turn its U.S.
consumer business around amid
stiff competition, and H-P, which
has been trying to boost the profit-
ability of its PC business under
Chief Executive Mark Hurd.
Todd Bartee, director of sales for
Dell, says, "Being direct to the cus-
tomer gives us the opportunity to
provide more value to the customer
and continue to be price-competi-
tive." An H-P spokeswoman says the
company plans to stayprice-competi-
tive during the holiday season,
while at the same time continuing
its strategy for profitable growth.
Now the key issue for PC makers
is clearing out products that run Mi-
crosoft's current operating system,
Windows XP, with the expectation
that few consumers will want those
machines once Vista ships. Most of
The price slashing underlines how
the PC industry continues to be depen-
dent on new Microsoft software. Vista
is the biggest overhaul ofMicrosoft's
operating system in 10 years
when the software maker ce-
successful Windows 95,
mented its PC-software mo-
nopoly with the hugely
Its new operating system
includes features such as better
ways to search for information on a
PC and what Microsoft says isvastly
improved security. It will be available
to big businesses at the end of this
monthand more broadly in late Janu-
ary.
price degradation to occur this holi-
day," says Mike Abary, vice presi-
dent of marketing for Sony's Vaio
PC brand.
CurrentAnalysis, a research firm
that tracks weekly PC sales, esti-
mates that, thanks in part to Vista's
delay, 70% of notebook PCs sold this
holiday season will be priced at less
than $1,000. That compares with just
38% of notebook PCs at less than
$1,000 in2004. "It's going to be a blow-
out sale," says Samir Bhavnani, re-
search director at Current Analysis
At electronics retailer Circuit
City, the price of 17-inch-wide note-
books is falling to less than $1,000
from about $1,300 a year ago, says
Elliot Becker, vice president and
merchandising manager of technol-
ogy. In September, Sony started of-
fering its N-series notebook at less
than $1,000 for the first time.
We expect to see the apex of
Reversal
Rock WRoll
A Gameof
Odds & Ends
By Jay Hershey
Theworld oilindustry has barely
increased its investment in oil and
natural-gas production during the
past five years after accounting for
inflation, a new studyby the Interna-
tionalEnergy Agency finds, suggest-
ing global energy prices are likely to
face upward pressure in the years
ahead. ... Outback Steakhouse may
have a new owner, as a group of
investors agreed to buy the chain's
parent, OSI Restaurant Partners,
for about $3 billion. Outback and
other midprice restaurants have suf-
fered in recent years as high gaso-
line prices and other spending pres-
sures have prompted consumers to
eat out less frequently. To revive the
company, OSI executives have said
they plan to open new restaurants
more slowly and cut costs.
entertainment options available for
the console beyond videogames.
As it gears up for what is ex-
pected to be an intense, competitive
holiday season in the games busi-
ness, Microsoft said it will sell epi-
sodes of television shows including
the likes of "CSI" and "Star Trek"
and rent movies such as "Mission
Impossible III" and "Superman Re-
turns" for users ofXbox 360 to down-
load and watch on their television
sets. The servicewill launch Nov. 22.
The coming years will test how
big gamers' appetites are for mov-
ies, music and other forms of enter-
tainment on systems that tradition-
allyplay games. Sonyplans to intro-
duce its new console, the PlaySta-
tion 3, later this month, a key fea-
ture of which is Blu-ray, a new opti-
cal-disc technology that Sony is seek-
ing to establish as a standard for
high-definition movie playback.
Newspapers to Sell
Ads Through Google
In one of the more dramatic ef-
forts by newspapers to reach new
advertisers, more than 50 daily
newspapers are set to begin selling
ads through Google's Web site as
part of a three-month test. The hope
is that small advertisers will find
the automated process of buying
newspaper ads easier and more con-
venient than dealing withindividual
newspapers' sales representatives.
Google has amassed hundreds of
thousands of advertisers, roughly
100 of which have signed up to test
the program. Netflix, for one, says it
has signed on despite not having
done much newspaper advertising
beyond fliers in Sunday papers.
"In local markets, newspapers
are leaving a lot of money on the
table," says Mike Smith, executive
director of Northwestern Universi-
ty's Media Management Center. He
says small advertisers are put offby
high prices, extensive paperwork,
thedifficulty offinding a sales repre-
sentative to focus on their needs and
passing muster with a newspaper's
credit department.
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Mixed signals this year result
partly from contradictory economic
indicators: Gas prices have been fall-
ing, stockprices rising and the hous-
ing market losing steam. October
sales at stores open at least a year
were all over the map. Wal-Marthad
its weakest gain in nearly six years
and said November same-store sales
are expected to be near flat. It
dropped prices by 15%to 30% on cer-
tain cameras, phones and TVs that
are likely holiday purchases.
E-Sabotage Hits
Mobile Phones
Wireless carriers and traditional
security companies are stepping up
efforts to fortify what they say are
hackers' next big targets-cell-
phones and smartphones.
Mobile spam-an annoying inter-
ruption or, more seriously, a new
tool for identity thieves-is growing
more prevalent. In recent scams
sometimes called "SMishing," spam-
mers use text messages to trick us-
ers into disclosing personal informa-
tion. Mobile spyware, too, has ar-
rived that once downloaded to a
phone can listen in to conversations.
While such threats are rare, secu-
rity companies are offering new
products for added protection. Sy-
mantec,for one, has launched a new
version of its mobile antivirus soft-
ware for devices running the Win-
dowsMobile system. McAfeehas ex-
panded to a broader range of de-
vices its mobile security suite,
which blocks text messages it be-
lieves to be malicious and can detect
and clean any potentially infected
files before they are run.
Coming to Xbox 360:
Movie Rentals, TV
Microsoft plans to begin offering
movies and television shows later
this month that users can download
onto the Xbox 360, the company's
most seriouseffort yet to expand the
Stores already are stocked to the
hilt with the goods retailers think
will sell most strongly. If holiday
sales get off to a slow start, one
immediate consequence would be
heaps of slow-selling merchandise
and bargains aplenty.
Holiday spending is an important
indicator of the strength of the $12
trillion U.S. economy. Retailers
count on holiday sales for as much
as 40%of theirannual sales and half
their annual profits.
YouTube, which has agreed to be
acquired by Internet giant Google for
$1.65 billion, is expected to seek simi-
lar dealswith otherbig cellularopera-
tors-such as Sprint Nextel and Cin-
gularWireless-to get thewidest pos-
sible distribution for its content.
Retail Predictions
Paint Sharp Contrast
Forecasts for the holiday retail
season are more divided than usual
this year, with predicted gains for
overall sales ranging from a modest
2.5% to a robust 7.5%.
Under the terms being discussed,
customers ofVerizonWireless would
be able to view some YouTube vid-
eos on their cellphones. Verizon also
would offer YouTube videos as an
on-demand feature ofa TV service it
is launching throughout the nation.
The company paved the way for the
launchwith a massive upgrade ofits
network that is expected to cost $18
billion through 2010.
An agreement would allow Veri-
zon's customers to view some of the
most avidly watched entertainment
on the Internet. That could advance
the long-expected convergence of
video and cellphones. It could also,
at least temporarily, give Verizon a
marketing edge over its rivals in the
wireless and cable industries, fur-
thering the company's efforts to ex-
pand into Internet and entertain-
ment services.
Verizon is in advanced talks with
YouTube to bring the popular Web
site's videos tocellphones and televi-
sion sets, in what would be a land-
mark link-up between telecom and
Internet video.
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"I got huge complaints at my
apartment building," he says, "be-
cause I put it through my Bose and
shred Guitar Hero all night."
Members of Three Days Grace
frequently sneaked off to play the
game while recording their second
album. "I'd be in the vocal booth
singing, and the rest of the guys
would be downstairs rocking out on
the game," recalls frontman Adam
Gontier.The band learned about the
game fromTool, a superstar act that
was recording at the same studio.
"We'd hear them screaming and
freaking out," Mr. Gontierrecalls.
By Ethan Smith
On
tour withhis multiplati-
num hard-rock band
Korn last summer,
JonathanDavis regularly
whipped crowds into a
frenzy with classic-rock
staples such as "Iron Man," "Smoke
on the Water" and "More Than a
Feeling." And that was before he
even got off the tour bus.
Mr. Davis, Korn's lead singer, is
part of an unlikely but growing fra-
ternity: Rock stars who are also
avid players of Guitar Hero, an elec-
tronic game that lets gamers pre-
tend to be, well, rock stars.
From superstars like Korn to up-
and-comers, Guitar Hero has
quickly become a fixture on tour
buses and in recording studios. In-
tended for air guitarists who might
not be able to play the real thing,
the $70 PlayStation title has also
won a following in the music world.
Its devotees range from alternative-
rocker Trent Reznor of Nine Inch
Nails to country stars Rascal Flatts.
The game involves using a minia-
ture plastic guitar to "play" along
with mostly re-recorded songs asso-
ciated with the likes of Jimi Hen-
drix, Boston and the Ramones. In-
stead of strumming strings, players
press color-coded buttons to match
"notes" that scroll across the TV
screen. Players "pluck" a little tog-
gle, earning points each time they
hit a note successfully, which is then
played through the speakers. A vir-
tual crowd cheers harder the more
skillfully a song is played.
Many professional rockers say
the game lets them act out a fantasy
that their real lives don't quite
match. Bob Bryar, drummer for My
Chemical Romance, tends to be
fairly retiring. But playing Guitar
Hero in his apartment, Mr. Bryar
says he feels free toact like a flashy
frontman.
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NBA Western Conference Preview
Prediction: Mike: 44-38, 4th
(look at Rockets). Rod: 42-40,
4th in Southwest.
Mike McCray
Prediction: Mike & Rod: 62-20,
1st in the Pacific
L.A. Clippers
(47-35 last season)
Prediction: Mike: 44-38. Rod
45-37, 1st in Northwest
Utah
(41-41 last season)
Prediction: Mike: 35-47. Rod
38-44, 3rd in Northwest
Seattle
(35-47 last season)
Miami at New Jersey
Friday, November 10th
8:00 PM - ESPN
Mike McCray can be reached at
334-7700 ormmccray@ncat.edu
Prediction: Mike: 44-38, 4th in
Pacific, Rod: 45-37, 3rd in
Pacific
Abdur-Raheem hasnt been the
same since leaving the Grizzlies.
One bright spot for this team is
Kevin Martin, this kid has stepped
up and shown that he can score
in the NBA.
this year.
down low. Look for them to possi-
bly make a run for the playoffs
Jackson and Peja Stojakovic
These additions along with reign-
ing rookie of the year Chris Paul.
Also the Hornets picked up rook-
ies Hilton Armstrong and Cedric
Simmons to add some power
Devean George
Stackhouse. It will be a center by
committee with the overpaid Erick
Dampier and the improving
DeSagana Diop. I like all their
rookie additions because all of
them have the ability to make
things happen in limited minutes.
Maurice Ager will get to the bas-
ket and Pops Mensah-Bonsu will
give quality minutes for the Dallas
big men. To help get over the
hump, Dallas added Finals expe-
rience in Austin Croshere and
Pacific
Prediction: Mike: 44-38, 3rd in
Pacific, Rod: 40-42, 4th in
Golden State
(34-48 last season)
might get dominated inside but at
least they have 18 fouls a game
between them.
Sports Editor Mike McCray and
Special Contributor Rod
Williams satdown to discuss
the upcoming season in the
Western Conference.
Rose definitely fills the void left by
Tim Thomas.
Phoenix has the depth to take on
anybody, Barbosa is a solid back-
up, and the addition of Jalen
Marion, is back, and the Suns are
hoping that former Rookie of the
YearAmare Stoudamire is back. If
Stoudamire can stay healthy,
Mike: I'll go out on a limb and say
that the Suns will make it to the
Western ConferenceFianls this
year. 2-time MVP Steve Nash is
back. "The Matrix," Shawn
Houston
(34-48 last season)
Northwest Division
Denver
(44-38 last season)
Jason Richardson gets his high-
light-reel dunks every night, too
bad he doesn't have a highlight-
reel jumper. The addition of rookie
Patrick O'Bryant allows Murphy to
play the four, but Golden State is
still missing something. I still don't
know what that is.
did in Nelson's days in Dallas
energy and a more uptempo style
of play in the Bay. Only problem
is, I can't see Mike Dunleavy Jr.
and Troy Murphy getting up and
down like Dirk and Mike Finley
Mike: I've liked Baron Davis since
the Charlotte Hornets still existed,
and I think coming home was the
best thing for him. As for the rest
of the Warriors, new head coach
Don Nelson should bring new
Prediction: Mike: 42-40. Rod
41-41, 2nd in Northwest
looking to add more shooters to a
team thats full of them. Look for
the Suns to shoot the lights out.
Only thing is, how will a much-
skinnierAmare Stoudemire play
after his surgery.
Rob: The Suns are lookin to take
the West by storm again. With
Amare Stoudamire back in the
lineup and thier run and gun style
the Suns will again have one of
the league's best records. With
the additions of Marcus Banks
and Jalen Rose, the Suns are
Prediction: Mike: 65-17, Rod
62-20, 1st in Southwest.
the league last season. I like the
addition of Bonzi Wells, Chuck
Hayes and Steve Novak, but I still
think the Rockets are suspect.
Battier should be a good defen-
sive player and Luther Head had
one of the best rookie years in
Rucker sometimes. Shane
Mike: Even on paper the Houston
Rockets leave something to be
desired. I mean, T-Mac's back is
as suspect as a 40-year-old. Yao
Ming still doesn't dominate every
night and Rafer Alston still thinks
he's Skip To My Lou at the
come back hungry and ready to
take the trophy this year.
knows about Nowitzki and Terry,
but the real jewel of this team is
Howard. Howard is one of those
players who will do whatever it
takes for his team to win. Think of
him as a smaller, less wierd, ver-
sion of Dennis Rodman without
the amazing rebounding ability.
With an NBA Finals defeat under
thier belt, look for this team to
Rod: Somebody once told me
that Josh Howard isn't great at
anything, but the kid is good at
everything. Everybody already
more
and gun but defensively they are
missing a lot. Look for them to put
up alot of points but allow a lot
make it in the West with no solid
big man (Well maybe the Phoenix
Suns of last year)? The Sonics
have a great roster for the run
Rashard Lewis and Luke Ridnour.
However, how can any team
Rod: The Sonics have one of the
best tree-player combinations in
the league with RayAllen,
Minnesota
(33-49 last season)
Mike: Carmelo stood out on Team
USA this summer, and hopefully
that'll carry over to a Denver team
that needs it. The addition of J.R.
Smith will be interesting. If he can
live up to some of the hype he
had coming into the league, it
might pay dividends for the
Nuggets and who doesn't like Earl
Boykins? Denver should be the
front runner in the equally
mediocre Northwest. Too bad
Kenyon might not be there the
whole season.
Memphis
(49-33 last season)
Rod: Jason Richardson is the star
of this Warriors team. This guy is
a human highlight flim and a
Sports Center top-10 play waiting
to happen.Along with Baron
Davis, they may be the most
spectacular backcourt duo in the
NBA, but highlights dont turn into
wins. With new coach Don
Nelson, we will have to see how
this run-and-gun system works.
Rod: It's hard to count out a team
who had a player who can score
13 points in 35 seconds. Tracy
McGrady is one of the league's
best, and if he can stay healthy, I
believe that the Rockets can pos-
sibly make the playoffs again. Yao
Ming is one of the best big men in
the league and the addition of
ward?
point. Inconsistant would be an
understatement for this guy, and
who is playing thier power for-
Rockets is Rafer Alston at the
Shane Battier adds defense and
outside shooting to this team. The
only thing I dont like about the
Hakim Warrick will both be chal-
lenged to step their games up this
season.
defensive liability. Mike Miller is
an underrated player but Stromile
Swift and Stromile Swift clone,
entire starting five could be a
what they used to be and the loss
of Shane Battier means their
game and he'll have to be with
the injury to Gasol. Eddie Jones
and Damon Stoudamire aren't
away. Look for Rudy Gay to be
one of the best rookies in the
Mike: With Pau Gasol out for the
start of the season, any hopes of
a fast start were all but blown
Prediction: Mike: 46-36, 3rd (if
T-Mac's healthy) 4th (if he's
not). Rod: 45-37, 3rd in
Southwest.
Prediction: Mike: 39-43. Rod
35-47, 5th in Pacific.
Mike: KG has no help in
Minnesota. Ricky Davis is good
but inconsistent and when your
starting five features Trenton
Hassell and Mark Blount (Who?),
you might have issues. Thank
God for rookies Randy Foye and
Craig Smith, and I personally
think Bracey Wright is ready for
the NBA.
playoffs
Rod: With the addition of J.R.
Smith, the Nuggets now have
another scoring option on the
perimeter along with Carmelo
Anthony. In a weak Northwest
division, look for the Nuggets to
come out on top. If Carmelo can
play during the season, the same
way he played this summer, then
look for them to go deep in the Southwest Division
San Antonio
(63-19 last season)
open shots. Chris Kaman is finally
looking like a lottery pick, I think
the Clippers are a playoff team
this season, they might win the
first series but getting any further
than that is a stretch.
have his nights and contribute on
D, and TimThomas-will make
Livingston and for Elton Brand to
be Elton Brand getting his usual
20-and-10. Cuttino Mobley will
Cassell to slowly, but surely, hand
thekeys over to Shawn
Mike: The Clippers emerged as
the best team in Los Angeles last
season, now they have to live up
to that name. Look for Sam
In the end...
Rod: The big ticket needs to get a
plane ticket out of Minnesota.
They refuse to get this guy the
help he needs and the best team-
mates he had were Stephon
Marbury and Tom Gugliotta.
Drafting Randy Foye and Craig
Smith may be a start, but I think it
may be too little to late for the
T'wolves organization. Even with
that said, I think they may be able
to compete with the Utah Jazz for
second in the division.
Prediction: Mike: 36-46, Rod
35-47, 4th in Northwest
me the Spurs will be in the Finals.
Whoever it is, they'll win the NBA
Championship.
crazy this year. My heart says go
with the Suns. My head says the
Mavs will make it out but some-
thing in my conscious is telling
Mike: The West is going to beRod: The Clippers have finally
shown that the Lakers arent the
only show in town. Last season,
they made the playoffs for the first
time in ages and I expect them to
do it again this year. Also, look for
Shawn Livingston to become the
point guard that the Clippers
believe he can become, and
Chris Kaman may finally show
that he can be one of the best
centers in the league.
Portland
(21-61 last season)
Prediction: Mike & Rod: 37-45,
5th in Southwest.
Matt Bonner, Jackie Butler, Eric
Williams, Franciso Elson and
Fabricio Oberto don't exactly put
fear in the hearts of people com-
ing through the lane.
expect Robert Horry to play until
the playoffs. Their play in the mid-
dle might be their downfall as
aging Mike Finley is coming off
the bench along with the sharp-
shooting Brent Barry. Don't
teams in all of basketball. An
Mike: The Southwest is arguably
the toughest division in the NBA.
The Spurs return a championship-
caliber nucleus with Tim Duncan,
Tony Parker, Manu Ginobili and
Bruce Bowen. The Spurs aren't
has menacing as they once were,
but they are one the top five
Rod: Rudy Gay is one player who
I think can contend with Brandon
Roy for rookie of the year. This
kid is athletic and has a mean
jumper. The team has alot of ath-
leticism and a leader in Pau
Gasol, who is one of the best
shooting big men in the league,
but with the loss ofhim for the
beginning of the season, they
have to find a way to step up
early in the season. Look for
Eddie Jones and Damon
Stoudemire to show thier veteran
leadership to this young team.
Prediction: Mike 49-33. Rod: 50-
32, 2nd in Pacific
guys who had big postseasons,
got big money and never played
the same again.
is filled with one-hit wonders,
interesting in the backcourt but
other than that you can't expect
much from a team with Gordon
Giricek starting at the 2. The team
Kirilenko will get his numbers as
usual, Deron Williams and Dee
Brown reunite to make things
Stockton and Malone days and
everybody else just forgot there
was basketball in Utah. Andrei
Mike: I think everybody in Utah
has finally forgot about the
L.A. Lakers
(45-37 last season)
Stoudemire we see this year, the
Suns can easily run and gun thier
way to the NBA Finals. The only
guarantee I can make is that the
Portland Trailblazers will not be
there and you can quote me on
that.
saying dont bet against the Mavs.
Depending on which Amare
Rod: The West has so many peo-
ple who can make the NBA Finals
this year. I want to say the Spurs
are going to the NBA Finals, but
the Josh Howard fan in me is
New Orleans
(38-44 last season)
Duncan, they can beat any team
in the league on any given night.
They are always, year in and year
out, a championship contender
and thats not going to change this
year. With Parker, Ginobili and
Rod: The Spurs are the Spurs
Dallas
(60-22 last season)
surrounded him with a team that
can make a great playoff run. The
team is full of young players that
have alot of development to do.
Unfortunately the Jazz havent
Rod: There may be no weapon
more dangerous in the NBA than
AK-47. Andrei Kirilenko can do it
al;l he can post up, dunk and at
6-9, he can step out and shoot
the three. Also, he is one of the
best defenders in the NBA.
and is in foul trouble all the time.
What happened to Darius Miles'
career? Joel Przybilla justgot a
lot of money, lets see if he earns
it.
The Blazers have serviceable big
men in Raef LaFrentz and Jamaal
Magloire, but Raef wants to shoot
and Magloire bangs too much
young team is there in Brandon
Roy, Martell Webster, LaMarcus
Aldridge, Jarrett Jack and Sergio
Rodriquez. Zach Randolph will do
the bulk of the scoring this year
but don't sleep on Juan Dixon.
Trailblazers...next year. They are
just too young to be a threat in
the West, or the Northwest divi-
sion, but the base for a great
Mike: I like the Portland
Mike: Kobe changed his number,
but the team didn't change much
at all this offseason. They still
have Chirs Mihm and Kwame
Brown in the middle. Still have
Lamar Odom and Smush Parker.
Still have Luke Walton and Ronny
Turiaf. I would lookfor Andrew
Bynum to step up this year and
push Kwame and Chris to the
bench, but nothing tells me the
Lakers will be that much better
than last year and in the West,
that's a problem.
Prediction: Mike: 61-21, Rod
60-22, 2nd in Southwest.
Some games to
watch this week
Phoenix at San Antonio
Wednesday, November 8th
8:00 PM - ESPN
Chicago at Cleveland
Thursday, November 9th
8:00 PM - TNT
Mike: The Saints are doing their
part to uplift the city of New
Orleans, and I think the Hornets
will do a little bit of that too. They
have the best young player in
Chris Paul, a future star in David
West and some much needed
youth in Tyson Chandler. P.J.
Brown had been an institution
with the team since their days in
Charlotte but it was time to part
ways. The addition of Peja
Stojakovic and Bobby Jackson
compliment the rookie additions
Hilton Armstrong and Cedric
Simmons. I think the Hornets
could be a playoff a team, a low-
seed but a playoff team nonethe-
less. I'm still bitter about them
leaving Charlotte.
Rod: The Hornets did alot of
movement this off-season bringin
as well as JerryHarris
hardnosed defense. NBA Coach
of the Year Avery Johnson will
bring the best out of emerging
stars Josh Howard and Devin
Nowitzki and Jason Terry, Dallas
will push on offense and play
Mike: The Mavs had the NBAtitle
locked up last year, then choked
four games in a row. I see that
being motivation for them to get
back this year. Behind Dirk
Lamar Odom can play to his full
potential the Lakers may become
a team to beat in the West.
point guard position, Andrew
Bynum stepping up and Ronny
Turiaf returning, look for the lak-
ers to make a playoff push. If
Rod: The Lakers barely made the
playoffs last year but with Kobe's
new number, more help at the
Hopefully, Roy can bring some
leadership to this team.
nowhere near a star in this
league. They are one team that
can put five players on the court
and have no real leader.
standouts. Zach Randolph is a
great scorer, but in my eyes,
Rod: They have the pre-season
pick to be rookie of the Year in
Brandon Roy and another great
rookie in LaMarcus Aldridge, but
this young team has no real
money, so the real question is,
who in the world is at the five? A
three-man rotation ofRobert Swift
(only white dude to go from high
school to the pros), Johan Petro
and Nick Collison means you
Mike: I like Seattle a lot. Jesus
Shuttlesworth, I mean Ray Allen
gets buckets, Rashard Lewis gets
buckets, Luke Ridnour is a solid
PG and Chris Wilcox got his
Prediction: Mike & Rod: 32-50,
5th in the Northwest
Sacramento
(44-38 last season)
night out, but they won't be a
threat for a championship
gonna cut it. They are going to be
a headache for teams night in
Ron Artest but those four suffer
from the rest of the team being
nobodies. The Kings finally fired
Rick Adelman, who couldn't get
them over the hump, but bringing
Eric Musselmen up to Northern
Cali from Golden State ain't
Webber left? The Kings have pro-
ductive individual players in for-
mer all-stars Mike Bibby , Shareef
Abdur-Rahim, Brad Millerand
Mike: Is it just me or did the Kings
fall off the map when ChrisXEAVENLY SHINE
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Dallas Mavericks guard Jason Terry could almost taste a NBA Championship last season. This season
look forTerry and therest of the Mavericks to be near the top of theWestern Conference standings
and compete for that illusive NBA title.
Bibby at the point and Brad Miller
down low, you would think they
would be a team that can at least
get a playoff spot. However, the
lack of chemistry has kept this
from happening. Ron Artest is a
known disruption and Shareef
Rod: Ron Artest is definately the
heart of this team. With Mike
Phoenix
(54-28 last season)
Pacific Division
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